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OBCA/M-20 1911
WEB DESIGNING-I

BCA-241

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Attempt Five questions  in  all,  selecting one question

from each Unit. Q. No. 1 is compulsory. All questions

carry  equal  marks.

1. (a) Explain  the advantage  of Center  Navigation, and

when  to  use  center  navigation.

(b) What  are  the  different  attributes  of  marquee  tag  ?

(c) What  is  the  use  of  <em>  tag  ?

(d) Which  tag  is  used  to  Strike  through  the  text  ?

Unit I

2. (a) What  is Internet ? Write  a  note  on the  evolution  of

Internet.

(b) Discuss the different query operators used in search

engine.

3. (a) What do you understand by World Wide Web

(WWW)  ?  Discuss.
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(b) What  is  the  difference  between  Search  Engine  and

Directory  ?  Explain.

Unit II

4. (a) What is the difference between HTML and

DHTML ?  Explain.

(b) What  is  a  Domain  Name  ?  What  is  the  difference

between  domain  name  and  URL  ?

5. (a) Write  a  note  on  steps  to  create  website.

(b) What  do  you  understand  by  ISP  ?  Discuss.

Unit III

6. (a) What  is  a  hyper  link  ?  How  are  these  created  ?

How  are  active  links  different  from  normal  links  ?

Discuss.

(b) Discuss  the  different  methods  to  specify  the  color.

7. (a) How do you create links to sections within the

same  page  ?  Discuss.

(b) Discuss  the  use  of  the  following  tags  :

(i) br (ii) div

(iii) u (iv) sub.
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Unit IV

8. (a) Explain  the  advantage  of  Left  Navigation  and  of

Right  Navigation.

(b) Explain the difference between get and post method.

9. (a) “Placement of Navigation should be consistent

within  a  page  layout.”  Comment.

(b) Discuss  the  different  tags  used  in  table  creation.
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